A 5th Edition D&D conversion

PART ONE

Our 
story begins in the small, remote village of Saltmarsh, a community on the edge of
the Hool Marsh and many leagues from any other civilized town.

There are four 1st level heroes, two pairs of brothers each, but at the start of the adventure they
hardly know one another, and they actually meet upon very odd circumstances.
Gorm 
the stupid Barbarian halfgoliath and his cleric halforc brother G
roman
.
Lunan 
the LE high elf wizard and his brother 
Vaslar
, a CN elven rogue.
Each of these parties do not know each other at all and actually have rather intricate
backgrounds that probably will not interest most readers, so I’m going to skip that part. Here
are the most valuable bits
Groman the cleric has dwelled like a hermit for a few years outside of Saltmarsh and rarely goes
into town. Citizens are somewhat scared of him. He’s ugly. Just a few days ago he reunited
with his long lost brother, Gorm, the boisterous, brawling, loud and somewhat stupid one. At the
start of the story they’re both in the cleric’s woodland shelter.
MEANWHILE, the elven brothers Lunan and
Vasalar are casing the house of t
he most
wealthy merchant in Saltmarsh
with the
plan to rob him blind. Under the false
pretense that the wizard is going to teach the
merchant’s children some cantrip spells, the
two are actually scoping out his home and
mentally tagging entrance and exit plans.
They’ve done this before in other towns and
hope to do it here too.
But someone SOMEHOW catches wind of
their plan, and before the brothers can enact
it they are ruthlessly chased by three ruffians
out of town, chasing them all the way to the
King’s Wood where they take refuge in a
cave, find the half orc brothers, and Gorm in turn KILLS the three ruffians!
“Ugh...thanks,” says Lunan.
“Huh,” grunts Gorm.

And thus begins their dubious relationship as they decide to work together, pooling their
resources and trying to find some decent treasure and wealth in the region.

No one in town knows the ruffians are dead, and no one knows that the elves were actually
thieves, and the half orcs do not know that their new allies are thieves, and that is just how the
thievy elves want it.
They soon find themselves at the fishy, smoky,
squalid Fishbone Inn and Tavern, sipping drinks at
a table when they overhear Gerald, the drunken
owner and bartender, loudly discussing with some
other patrons the mysterious lights that have been
appearing at the old Haunted House on the Hill…
Now the hermit halforc cleric 
Groman
who lived outside of town has long heard
whisperings of this place, the Haunted House on
the Hill that used to be the abode of a strange
alchemist many years ago, but he has since
vanished.
Apparently, the last few months strange lights
have been sighted at night near this house that
sits on a crumbling cliff facing the ocean. No one
knows what is causing it and most people are not
willing to make the two mile trek to find out. The
PCs question Gerald the barkeep if he’s been up
there and he says hell no, and you shouldn’t either
if you got any brains. There’s ONE fellow who has been there, a destitute drunk in the corner of
the Fishbone nursing a watery beer. This is Eeosk, and they question him and he’s taken aback
by their sudden interest in his deeds. Eeosk just says he was looking for treasure, but ghostly
shrieks and wailing drove him from the mansion and he’d never dare go back again.
Ok, well, this sounds intriguing to the PCs, especially the elves who hope this will be an easier
haul of robbing an empty mansion instead of an occupied one!
They ask a few more prominent people, such as the Blacksmith (who is on the Town Council
along with the Merchant!), but no one can tell them more than what they’ve already heard about
the derelict mansion. No one knows what the intermittent lights are.
They set off near dusk, because WHY NOT, and cross the mucky marshland of swaying cattails
and buzzing insects and finally reach the rise of the cliff from the landside just as the sun is
setting and red light flickers across the ocean. They clearly see the black shape of the mansion
on the cliff, and it’s even creepier than they imagined it looking.

They approach from the east side, picking their way up the slope across rough rocks and prickly
plants and finally find themselves on a level area where the house sits about fifty or sixty feet
from the edge of the cliff and a hundred foot drop to the crashing surf below.
There’s a wide, rotten wooden door, closed, and they see a couple of opaque, pebbled
windows, but there is no light inside and nothing moves or makes a sound other than the wind
and waves. Light is fading by the minute, but they don’t care, all four of them have
DARKVISION so that’s kind of why they didn’t mind coming, they can skulk around if needed.
The problem is, 
Gorm 
the halfgoliath barbarian is not a skulker. He is a SMASHER, and he
approaches the front foyer and KICKS the door in! Groaning, the elves follow.
The entry room is large and shrouded in darkness and dust and seems to have three exits, two
closed doors and a spiral stairway leading up. From the outside this place looked big and they
know it is at least two levels, maybe three. The rogue 
Vasalar 
listens and hears nothing at the
nearest door and peeks in. This used to be a small library but the books have long since fallen
from crumbling, rotten shelves, and there’s a pile of 15 or 16 rotting books in the middle of the

floor, covered in residue. He pokes through them for a few minutes while the others scout the
rest of the entry foyer. They don’t go up the stairs yet, and Gorm KICKS in the next door too,
grunting with not very intelligent satisfaction. Vaslar finds three interesting books by some well
known fellows named Tenser and Nystul and he nicks them for closer inspection later.

The PCs are getting a little spooked. This drafty, creaky old house has a strange vibe to it, but
Gorm is absolutely fearless, maybe too dumb to feel fear? Beyond the second smashed door
the ceiling rises into two larger separate chambers replete with slender floor to ceiling stone
columns. The rogue 
Vasalar 
peeks around the corner and sees a strange sight  nestled
among the six columns is an oval circle of silver dust on the floor ringed by lots of black, unlit
candles, and the center of the circle is scrawled with esoteric runes.
Then he hears the whispers and something q
uietly says his name.

“Whoa. Not good. Brother, come see this!” says Vasalar, and he has Lunan come look. Who
also hears the whispers and then something also says HIS name in a barely audible voice. A
shadow is seen flitting from column to column.
Gorm and Groman enter but the whispering has stopped by now, and they all poke around the
circle of candles but don’t want to step inside it. Lunan surmises that this was a summoning
circle with a definitely evil slant, and there’s a manshaped footprint in the circle of silver dust.
He takes some dust and puts it in a pouch while the rogue closes a door to another room just as
Gorm starts HACKING HIS AXE into a
nother 
door with multiple boards nailed across it.
Grunting and grinning, the wood splinters beneath each blow until he reaches the rotten timber
beneath and he shatters that as well, barreling into a small dark chamber…
...that is not empty.
The fetid stench of death fills the room and from the shadows lurch two hissing, fanged
monsters, their black talons outstretched!

Gorm has totally lost the element of surprise and these things RIP into him with claws and teeth,
dropping the barbarian to zero hit points in the blink of an eye.
So much for bashing doors down and charging headfirst!
The wizard throws a firebolt at one ghoulish creature, the rogue follows up with an arrow
through its eye and the thing crashes backward and splinters an old table. The other thing
lunges at the elf cleric to kill him, but it is deflected, just giving the wizard enough time to
obliterate the thing with a barrage of glowing magic missiles. Groman quickly heals his fallen
brother with magic and Gorm sits up weakly. “Huh. What happen?”
He’s at only six hit points and he sits down weakly in a chair to catch his breath and reconsider
his tactic of entering without looking.
The next room has a locked door, so the thief picks it and finds ANOTHER friggin weird sight 
three rotting, plush red chairs have a moldy skeletons seated at them around a small dinner
table, but the plates and flagons are ROILING with maggots and worms, which is a stark
contrast to the ancient dilapidated nature of this room. A skeleton’s head is accidentally

knocked off, and Gorm sweeps the maggots from the table with his shield to see what they’re
eating beneath...but only the plates and flagons shatter on the floor! The maggots remaining
squirming all over the table. They’re not real. The PCs leave and close the door. Weird.

The others go back to the door that Lunan previously closed and they hear faint scratching
behind it. VERY cautious now, he opens it again and finds what is obviously an old kitchen
shrouded in dust and webs. The scratching is coming from inside a cold iron stove, so they
shove a javelin through the handles just in case something is going to clamber out.
There’s a spiral staircase going up but it has collapsed and is impassable. That back of the tiled
kitchen opens into a scullery and the wizard pokes his head in cautiously 
 and that’s when the howling, demonical apparition appears and charges at him!

Vasalar screams but it’s too late and the ghost thing abruptly passes right through his body and
out the wall.
But...he felt no pain. In fact he didn’t feel anything at all except the initial rush of absolute terror.
He has his brother come check this out too, and then the thing RETURNS just like before,
likewise scaring the crap out of Lunan. The apparition flees through the wall again. Finally all
of them enter the scullery and find the same ghostly thing appears identically each time, even
manifesting in the MIDDLE of them and rushing toward the wall where it disappears. They
surmise that it is nothing but an illusion.
They leave the kitchen, pulling the javelin from the scratchyscratchy stove and slamming the
door, but then they hear scratches, lots of scratches, coming at the base of the door. They
quickly grab some broken door slats and nail them over the kitchen entrance. Screw that place.
The across from the kitchen looks like it has empty barrels of wine and beer, and another
stairwell going DOWN, this one accessible. They don’t go down yet.
Next they backtrack to what appears to be a large, elaborate ballroom with a dusty chandelier

hanging between six stone pillars and a rotted but once elaborate rug decorating the floor, and a
wide stairway leading DOWN. So that’s one spiral stair going up, one spiral going down, and
this straight one going down.
But then they spot what looks like a stable door barely visible through a partially cracked door,
and when they get close they hear the SNORT and STOMP and NEIGH of a horse. And sure,
there’s a horse in the middle of three stalls, but it’s a SKELETON HORSE, and they quickly
notice that they do not feel the vibration of its bucking. Someone tosses a rock and it passes
through. Another illusion. There’s a stable door that leads outside but they keep it locked and
head back to the ballroom and inspect three more rooms, and after that they think they will have
cleared the whole main level.

Several interesting things of note  in a large walk in closet of a moldering living area, another
screaming ghost thing shrieks DIIIIEEEEEEEEE!!!! but it too is an illusion and does no harm.
They’re getting less scared of those things now.
Another room is filled with strange red mushrooms growing along nearly every surface. This
room has a fireplace and a fallen brick that is dislodged from the mantel, creating a hole.

Someone peeks in the hole and sees about four feet back there is a glitter of metal. A javelin is
able to carefully fish it out and they find a silver ring. In another room they thoroughly search
the drawers and find a secret compartment in a locked drawer that holds two crystal vials with a
rosecolored potion and a blue potion.

Having been everywhere they can see, they return to the ballroom and head downstairs to a
platform and then down another stairwell and for the first time since they’ve entered this place
they see REAL LIGHT...
Slowly, (the barbarian too, he’s changed his game after nearly dying upstairs) they enter a very
large cellar chamber with a flagstone floor. Oddly, there are ten or twelve cots against the far
wall and a number of lockboxes near the beds. Two closed doors are to the west, one of which
has white chalk lettering that says in Common “DANGER”.
Guttering torches are on every wall and the room is well lit, but it’s empty. There’s a large dining
room table loaded with food that appears to have been hastily abandoned.

Well, the DANGER door is boarded off just like the ghoul door upstairs; they ain’t about to mess
with that yet. The other door is locked and they listen and knock, but no answer, and the lock is
picked and they find a well maintained personal chamber with a bed far more comfortable than
the cots outside, a leather reading chair that looks new and a table with three books.
One book is illustrated erotic poetry. Cool.
Another is the personal journal of someone named “
Sanbalet
”
The third book is about How to Speak the Tongue of Lizardmen.
Well this personal diary of Sanbalet seems interesting, and somewhat out of place in this weird
mansion with half real dead things and half notreal dead things. The wizard flips through it and
finds the first entries from six months ago detailing the difficult ending of Sanbalet’s marriage.
Bah, who cares. He flips to the middle and sees a few months ago that Sanbalat is complaining
about how late the 
Sea Ghost 
is again, ALWAYS late! he bemoans in his writing.
The last entry is the most interesting, and it’s about a week ago.
“You poor fool, Olander, my brother. Why did you have to summon such vileness into this
house! We were doing well enough with our trickery, but you have killed yourself now with your
meddling and maybe doomed us all!”
Meanwhile, the elf rogue Vasalar is systematically picking the lockboxes open and pulling forth
gold and silver coins...until he activates a poison needle.
Nausea overwhelms him and he starts puking uncontrollaby for about 10 minutes. While he’s
retching the others wonder if this is a dead end room, or if there’s another way out. If anyone
was down here recently they sure didn’t see them upstairs. They turn Sanbalet’s room upside
down looking for a secret door but don’t find one. They leave the DANGER room alone unless it
is a last resort, and finally after tapping around the circumference of the chamber they find a
spot that sounds hollow.
There IS a secret door, but before they find a way to open it they take a short rest, and as a
random roll indicated, there is 
no 
encounter as they wait and recuperate.
Next session, they find out what lies behind the secret door.
They leveled to 2nd.

